A belated Happy New Year to you! We have a new feature to celebrate the occasion. It’s called On the Road Again, and it is designed to both entertain and instruct on matters of business travel. Mick Hurrey, Vice President, Product Development, InCarda, agreed to kick things off for us, in part, with a story involving sandals.

Our One-Minute Mentor focuses on the importance of understanding one’s personal strengths, and how that knowledge can propel in many different ways. Jackie Thomas, Group Scientist at Procter & Gamble, explains.

We introduced the 5th Quarter in our May 20, 2021 issue. Since then, many contributors have provided some really interesting insights about how to enjoy a rewarding and fulfilling retirement. Mike Meador, however, in his ACS 5th Quarter, provides some of the best advice I have yet read. At the very least, check out his suggestions for professionals in their 20’s and 30’s (the fifth question listed). I’ll bet you end up forwarding it to someone you know.

We conclude with four ACS Career Consultants tackling a common problem: How to feel more appreciated by one’s supervisor. They list a variety of reasons why this occurs, and tell you how to work with your supervisor to address the challenge.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN

Mick Hurrey shares an embarrassing story about sandals, and has some advice about travel documents.
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ONE-MINUTE MENTOR

Jackie Thomas, Group Scientist at Procter & Gamble, explains how understanding your personal strengths can propel your career in many important ways.
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THE 5th QUARTER

Mike Meador offers some outstanding advice for professionals in their 20’s and 30’s. Essential reading for everyone, not just those early in their careers.
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Four ACS Career Consultants explain why your supervisor may not fully appreciate you, and how to address the challenge. **Go to Article**
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**MORE FROM ACS**

**Jan. 6 ACS Virtual Office Hours: Industry vs. Academic Careers**

Today: Learn Key Differences in Industry vs. Academic Careers at ACS' Virtual Office Hour!

Should you work in industry or academia? Join ACS Virtual Office Hours on Jan. 6 at 12pm ET for an overview of the key differences from ACS Career Consultant Lori Spangler. This FREE virtual career guidance session is open to ACS members AND non-members. Attendees will also get personalized career advice during small group networking sessions led by ACS Career Consultants. **Register for free today!**

**Set New Year’s Career Resolutions You Can Keep with ACS Online Live**

New Year’s resolutions don’t have to be impossible to keep. Check out this list of upcoming courses from ACS Professional Education’s **Online Live suite**. Meet LIVE with an instructor online and receive the same high-quality instruction you expect from ACS from the comfort of your home - or wherever you have an internet connection! Choose from **Effective Technical Writing** on Jan. 31, **Pharmacokinetics for Chemists in Drug Discovery and Development** on Feb. 1, **Regulatory Toxicology** on Mar. 3, and more. Use **COVIDDISCOUNT2022** to save up to $400 per course.

**Receive Quality and Affordability with ACS On-Demand**

**ACS ProEd On-Demand courses** are a great option for those who need complete...
ACS ProEd on-demand courses are a great option for those who need complete flexibility at an affordable price. Get high-quality, prerecorded courses across all topics of chemistry, like Chemical Kinetics, HPLC, Organic Compounds, Infrared Spectra, and more. Use the code COVIDONDEMAND2022 during registration and pay only $99 per module! Learn more.

2022 Heroes of Chemistry Nominations

Less than 1 Month to Nominate for 2022 Heroes of Chemistry!

Nominations for the ACS Heroes of Chemistry Awards are open now through February 1! The Heroes of Chemistry Award is one of the highest honors ACS gives to industrial chemists, recognizing teams whose work and research led to the development of successfully commercialized products benefitting humankind.

Any private or publicly owned for-profit company may nominate a team of chemists or allied scientists who played a vital role in the research and development of a commercial product that has had an impact on the welfare and progress of humanity. Nominating companies may choose to include individuals from other companies, government or academic labs, incubators, or other organizations as members of the teams they nominate. Former and deceased employees are eligible to be included in the nomination. The company nominating the technology must be the current owner of the technology. Celebrate your company’s hard work and success in innovation – nominate today!